Internationally renowned DONNA KINNIBURGH who works in the style of Edgar
Cayce, is one of North America’s leading deep trance mediums. She has worked in the
personal development profession since 1976 and in 1982 began channeling a Spiritual
source of wisdom called REFLECTION. Donna is directed and guided in and out of the
deep trance state by her husband STEVE KINNIBURGH. Steve has worked with and
trained many of to-days well-known mediums and has participated in over 13,000 deep
trance sessions. Along with Donna, Steve has created courses, workshops and seminars
on personal development and medium ship. Donna and Steve, using their combined
experience and expertise, have developed a gentle and easy to understand method of
expanding the awareness of the self, and the world in which we live by utilizing their
many years of exploration and the REFLECTION research material
PERSONAL READINGS are available by appointment as well. During a personal
reading questions can be asked on just about any concern and topic you wish to
investigate. The questions may also be regarding others in relationship to yourself, such
as a family member, a lover, and close friends. In answering your questions,
REFLECTION will not violate your free will, and/or the free will of others. In this way,
information will only be given with the subconscious agreement of the individuals.
Examples of frequently asked subjects are past/other lives, relationships, fears/phobias,
spiritual development, business affairs, intuitive enhancement, talents, abilities and
creative development, the aura and more.
A Reading with REFLECTION is like chatting with a dear old friend who knows you
very well, and has no judgment. They provide a gentle and comforting energy, and have
a keen sense of humor. Although they do not “laugh” they have a way of bringing a
smile to your lips, which sets up a relaxed atmosphere.
To reserve your personal reading contact 613 649-8245
For more information visit their Website at http://www.rainbow-lady.com

